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- a simple cowl in tunesian crochet

The cowl is made in tunesian crochet. Tune-
sian crochet is an old technique with a unique 
look.
It is made in the round using a double ended 
tunesian crochet hook to avoid seaming. The 
pattern looks a bit like two-coloured brioche 
knitting.
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Materials
Main colour: 100 g Indiecita by Filcolana in colour 402 
(grey melange)
Contrast colour: 50 g Indiecita by Filcolana in colour 
334 (light blush)
Double ended tunesian crochet hook 6,0 mm (with a 
hook in both ends)

Sizes
S (M) L 

Measurements
Circumference: 90 (100) 110 cm
Width: 18 cm

Gauge
18 sts and 16 rounds = 10 x 10 cm.

Tunesian crochet in the round
In the forward pass stitches are picked up and in the 
reverse pass stitches are cast off. 
Note: Forward and reverse passes are made along 
approximately 1/3 of the round. Then you turn and 
slide the stitches to the other end of the hook to con-
tinue the round.

Særlige forkortelser
Tunesian purl stitch (Tps): Forward pass: Bring yarn 
to the front of your work. Insert your hook right-to-
left under the next vertical bar. Bring yarn to the back 
of your work. Yarn over and pull up your loop.
Reverse pass: Yarn over and pull through 2 loops on 
the hook.
Pattern stitch (Ps): Forward pass: Insert hook 
through the work before next vertical bar and pull 
yarn through, insert hook through the work after the 
same vertical bar and pull yarn through (= 2 loops on 
the hook). 
Reverse pass: Yarn over and pull through 3 loops on 
the hook.

Foundation row
Foundation row forward pass: Main colour, *insert 
hook in next ch, yarn over, and pull yarn through*, 
repeat from * to * approximately 1/3 of the round. 
Turn work and slide sts to opposite end of hook.
Foundation row reverse pass: Contrast colour, *yarn 
over and pull through 2 loops on the hook*, repeat 
from * to * to last 3-4 loops on the hook. Turn work 
and slide sts to opposite end of hook.
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Pattern
Forward pass: *1 Tps, 1 Ps*, repeat from * to *.
Reverse pass: Yarn over, and pull through 2 loops on 
the hook over each Tps, yarn over, and pull through 3 
løkker over each Ps.

Directions
The cowl is made in the round using a double ended 
tunesian crochet hook. Use the main colour on the  
forward pass and the contrast colour on the reverse 
pass. 

COWL
Casting on and foundation row
Ch 170 (190) 210 using main colour, join to a ring 
with a sl st.
Make the foundation row as described above - inser-
ting the hook through the back loop on the back side 
of the chain will give you a neat edge.

Continue in pattern
Forward pass: Main colour, 1 Tps, *1 Ps (see above), 
1 Tps*. Repeat from * to *, and end with a Tps. 
Turn work and slide sts to opposite end of hook .
Reverse pass: Contrast colour, *yarn over and pull 
through 2 loops on the hook (Tps), yarn over and pull 
through 3 loops on the hook (Ps)*, repeat from * to 
*, and end with a Ps. 
Turn work and slide sts to opposite end of hook .
Repeat forward and reverse passes until the cowl 
measures 18 cm. 
End with a reverse pass. 

Finishing 
Use main colour: 1 sl st in each st = 170 (190) 210 sl 
sts.
Break both yarns and weave in ends.


